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Risk Suite for Location Risk Intelligence

https://www.munichre.com/en/reinsurance/business/non-life/nathan/index.html

https://www.munichre.com/en/reinsurance/business/non-life/nathan/index.html
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“Quote” Challenge

Solution

Outcome

Risk Suite: Geo powering businesses with big data analytics 

and geospatial data

Fast overview of 12 hazard 

and 4 risk scores at a click

Additional maps such as soil 

category, distance to coast 

and to fault, population 

density

Portfolio analysis function of 

up to 10 million locations (1 

GB)

Munich Re

„With the Risk Suite 

we take the proven 

assets of NATHAN 

and go beyond the 

insurance perspective, 

providing easy access 

to Munich Re's risk 

knowledge for a 

broader client base.“ 

Christof Reinert
Head of Risk Management Partners
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Business Challenge & Objectives

In addition to its inherent high complexity, data was dispersed over different databases and 

sources, which made it significantly difficult for large amounts of data to be processed. To cater for 

clients with diverse requirements, from all around the world, Munich Re also required more flexible 

and openly accessible means to share their analyses. 

With the progressing digitalization of services and increasing investment in the field of software as 

a service, opportunities for new kinds of solutions in the realm of risk management became 

apparent to Munich Re.

After deriving a solution through design thinking with a Mexican governmental institution and 
implementing a successful prototype, Munich Re decided to implement an application on SAP 
Cloud Platform which combines both Munich Re’s global hazard data from the past four decades 
and risk modelling developed in-house with their client’s data and brings together both location 
and business intelligence. This first cloud application, M.IN.D (Manager for Interactive Disaster 
assessment), is now combined with a formerly on-premise based hazards and risk application, 
NATHAN (Natural Hazards Assessment Network), into a cloud-only suite of applications called 
Risk Suite. Risk Suite is a comprehensive product suite based on SAP Cloud Platform and SAP 
HANA Spatial. The goal was to create a state-of-the-art geospatial application with a modular 
structure and customizable interfaces to cater for the diverse requirements of different groups of 
users such as risk managers, underwriters and loss-adjusters while providing easy access to real-
time data.
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Project / Use Case Details

In mid-2017, Munich Re established a new business unit, Risk Management Partners, which specializes on driving the 
development of new (risk-related) business models, and put themselves on the map as a provider of digital services. Within the 
newly established unit, specialists from the fields of risk management and IT jointly develop digital solutions with clients that offer 
a comprehensive view of risks and help companies to identify, evaluate, avoid and reduce the risks they face.

Risk Management Partners’ first product, the Risk Suite, currently consists of two powerful tools. Firstly, NATHAN allows 
individual portfolio data to be analysed for regional accumulations and loss patterns, providing an exposure and risk score for all 
locations worldwide. Secondly, M.IN.D complements NATHAN’s location risk insights by focusing on business aspects such as 
portfolio management and claims management, producing initial loss estimates, identifying bogus claims, and visualizing 
geospatial data.

Analysis of geospatial data has long been a standard approach for determining exposure to natural hazards. However, in recent
years the amount of data and its sources have grown significantly, making it harder to process large amounts. To remove these
limitations and to harness the power of the data Munich Re upgraded to a SAP HANA database which provided them with the 
performance that was crucial for real-time state-of-the-art geospatial analysis. Shortly after, in order to offer the solution to their 
clients scattered across the globe and to unlock the Risk Suite’s full potential Munich Re decided to shift their 22.000 on-premise 
users to the SAP Cloud Platform.

By leveraging real-time data provisioning through dashboards and alerts, such as individual risk reports, clients now possess 
crucial real-time situation awareness, which greatly improves their decision making. To achieve the worldwide coverage Munich 
Re’s clients expect and particularly because risk assessment in the natural hazard segment is very locally driven, location 
specific expertise. The Cloud Platform’s openness enables the seamless integration of local data sets and APIs and thereby, 
gives underwriters and risk managers the whole picture and facilitates more informed data-driven decisions. 
Not only are clients provided with easy access to Munich Re’s treasure trove of data from any device or location but also with the 
option to integrate the Risk Suite into their proprietary solutions through an API, which ensures a constant direct connection to 
the suite’s analytic capabilities. Lastly, the Risk Suite’s modular structure characterized by highly customizable interfaces offers 
utmost flexibility and enables users from various risk segments to compose their own risk maps according to topic and objective,
providing all necessary information at a glance.

In the near future, Risk Management Partners will build on the vast knowledge gained from working with underwriters and risk 
managers to refine and expand existing applications and evolve the suite by adding regulatory and supply chain intelligence to 
uncover new client segments. Further, to broaden their client basis Munich Re is aiming to offer the Risk Suite as part of SAP 
HANA Spatial Services and integrate it into SAP Cloud for insurance (S4i).
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Benefits and Outcomes

Business / Social IT Human Empowerment

• Customer satisfaction score of over 

90% (NATHAN)

• Risk Suite speeds up clients’ 

business processes and enhances 

both portfolio management and 

claims management.

• The suite’s modular structure makes 

it open enough to integrate further 

product solutions developed in-

house, especially in the realm of risk 

evaluation driven by digital 

applications.

• Providing SaaS poses a new 

business model and presents 

upselling potential in the shape of 

more detailed information on the area 

instead of just a risk score. 

• By combining insurance companies 

probabilistic presumptions with their 

own expertise Munich Re is now able 

to calculate dynamic risk indicators, 

which help predict losses.

• Joint business models with SAP (e.g. 

integration into SAP products; 

revenue share partnership)

• Geospatial analysis is now possible in 

real-time.

• Local APIs can easily be integrated 

into the solution.

• PaaS platform let us focus on client 

needs instead of infrastructure 

development.

• Support of official standards drives 

compatibility and helps to integrate 

our solution.

• Combination of both business- and 

geospatial data in one system.

• Easy access to data through web 

service enables use of various end 

user devices.

• Highly customizable interfaces 

tailored to each user’s individual 

needs provide all necessary 

information at a glance. 

• With access to real-time data loss 

adjusters can be activated to swiftly 

verify losses and mitigate them.
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Architecture
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Deployment

SAP Technologies Used:

Server Processor:

Linux Distribution:

Date of Deployment or POC:

Number of live users:

Go-live 2nd quarter 2016

22,000

n.a. (SAP Cloud Platform)

n.a. (SAP Cloud Platform)

SAP Cloud Platform                
(Connectivity Service, Cloud Identity Authentication 

Service, Persistence Service)

SAP HANA (Spatial)

Live?


